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THE ORLANDO MUSEUM
OF ART IMMERSES
VISITORS IN A NEW
SENSORY-RICH
EXHIBITION
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by Karen LeBlanc

THE LATEST EXHIBIT AT THE ORLANDO MUSEUM OF ART TURNS
THE PATRON INTO A PARTICIPANT. JEFRË: POINTS OF CONNECTION
IMMERSES VISITORS IN A SENSORY-RICH EXPERIENCE OF
LARGE-SCALE ART INSTALLATIONS AND MULTIMEDIA WORKS
FROM THE ARTIST JEFRË.

SOUNDSCAPES BY GRAMMY AWARD-WINNING ARTIST AYO, THE
PRODUCER, unconventional materials, and large-scale sculptures take visitors on a
journey that begins with JEFRË’s heritage as a Filipino-American. Rice Field 2020, made
from 10,000 pounds of brown and white rice arranged in 13 undulating bands, represents
Medicine Library,
2020 Empty
Prescription Bottles

the immigrant journey across the ocean, searching for a better life in the United States.
“My first solo exhibition is about creating a series of rooms that bring the user into my
experience of what it means to be an immigrant, my struggle with heart disease, and my
artistic journey,” JEFRË explains.
The artist has built an international career as a city placemaker activating public spaces through art. JEFRË’s signature work, The BÄKS Series, located in the museum’s largest
hall, gives visitors a sense of the scale and scope of his public art installations with towering polished steel sculptures in fractal compositions. “As a public artist, most of my work
is about creating site-specific work. I draw inspiration for The BÄKS Series from the emotions of cities and cultures I experience. I created these figural forms with different gestures that I’ve seen in other cities related to love, peace, joy, empowerment and respect. I
did this series of box heads on them. I call ‘BÄKS,’ the phonetic spelling of box. These box
head figures are replacements for building blocks or architectural buildings. If you align
all these figures and emotions together, it’s what I consider a perfect city with all these
different emotions to create a beautiful skyline,” JEFRË explains.
JEFRË’s untitled work from The BÄKS Series is a polished steel polyhedron sculpture
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of a human form with a box head taking a knee; an arm thrust out in solidarity. The piece
invites visitors to leave their comments about the work and projects them on a wall behind
the sculpture. “I wanted to create a participation piece. A lot of my work is about getting
people to be a part of the process. I may not name this sculpture because this is a position
that is hard to define,” JEFRË’ says. At the end of the exhibit, visitor responses will go into
an exhibition catalog.
ONE Love, (BÄKS Series) 2020 projects visitors’ eyes onto its cube head attached to two
moss-covered figures sitting back to back, each in a different love pose. Business mogul
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Richard Branson commissioned the 15-foot sculpture for
VirginFest, a music festival canceled in June. The piece is
on loan for the exhibit. “Before COVID, I was creating
this sculpture to project the eyes, nose and mouth on different sides of the head. Now that we all have to wear
masks, we only look into the eyes of each other. We are all
smiling internally, but we have to figure out how to smile
with our eyes,” JEFRË explains.
Throughout the exhibition, JEFRË lays bare his vulnerability in works such as Medicine Library, 2020 Empty
Prescription Bottles, a visual chronicle of 57,000 pills he
has taken over the last 10 years in his struggle with heart
disease.
JEFRË: Points of Connection is a conversation starter
and a bridge builder with immersive works that challenge you to be fully present. It’s a rare opportunity to
experience art of this caliber right here in Orlando. The
exhibit is open through January 3, 2021 and a limited
number of tickets will be available for on-site purchase
each day. For more information, go to omart.org

(On Contents, page 2: One Love, from the BÄKS Series)
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One from the
BÄKS Series:
What Does It
Mean to Take
a Knee?

